Designing effective exploration-exploitation algorithms in Markov decision processes (MDPs) with large state-action spaces is the main challenge in reinforcement learning (RL). In fact, the learning performance degrades with the number of states and actions in the MDP. However, MDPs often exhibit a low-dimensional latent structure in practice, where a small hidden state is observable through a possibly large number of observations. In this paper, we study the setting of rich-observation Markov decision processes (ROMDP), where hidden states are mapped to observations through an injective mapping, so that an observation can be generated by only one hidden state. While this mapping is unknown a priori, we introduce a spectral decomposition method that consistently estimates how observations are clustered in the hidden states. The estimated clustering is then integrated into an optimistic algorithm for RL (UCRL), which operates on the smaller clustered space. The resulting algorithm proceeds through phases and we show that its per-step regret (i.e., the difference in cumulative reward between the algorithm and the optimal policy) decreases as more observations are clustered together and finally matches the (ideal) performance of an RL algorithm running directly on the hidden MDP.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) framework studies the agent-environment interaction, in which the agent learns to maximize a given reward function in the long run [6, 23] . At the beginning of the interaction, the agent is uncertain about the environment's dynamics and must explore different policies in order to gain information about it. Once the agent is fairly certain, the knowledge about the environment can be exploited to compute a good policy attaining a large cumulative reward. Designing algorithms that achieve an effective trade-off between exploration and exploitation is the primary goal of reinforcement learning. The trade-off is commonly measured in terms of cumulative regret, that is the difference between the rewards accumulated by the optimal policy (which requires exact knowledge of the environment) and those obtained by the learning algorithm.
In practice, we often deal with environments with large observation spaces (e.g., robotics). In this case the regret tends to be very large as it increases with the size of the observations. Nonetheless, in many domains there is an underlying low dimensional latent space that summarizes the large observation space and its dynamics and rewards (e.g., in robot navigation high-dimensional visual and sensory input can be summarized in 2D as locations). If the mapping between the latent states and the observations is known a priori, then it is trivial to exploit it and design a learning algorithm that operates on the low-dimensional latent space rather than the large observation space. However, this mapping is typically unknown and needs to be learnt by the agent. It is then crucial to develop efficient learning algorithms that can quickly discover the mapping between hidden and observation states and fully exploit the small size of the hidden space.
Contributions. In this paper we focus on rich-observation Markov decision processes (ROMDP), where a small number of X hidden states are mapped to a large number of Y observations through an injective mapping, so that an observation can be generated by only one hidden state and hidden states can be viewed as clusters. If the mapping was known, one could directly run, e.g., UCRL and obtained a regret scaling only with the number of hidden states X instead of the number of observations. More formally, the regret is reduced from
, where D is the diameter of the MDP (i.e., the longest shortest path between any two observations/states) and N is the total number of steps over which the regret is cumulated.
In this setting, we show that it is indeed possible to devise an algorithm that starting from observations can progressively cluster them in "smaller" states and eventually converge to the hidden MDP. We introduce SL-UC, where we integrate spectral decomposition methods into the upper-bound for RL algorithm (UCRL) [13] . The algorithm proceeds in epochs in which an estimated mapping between observations and hidden state is computed and an optimistic policy is computed on the MDP (called auxiliary MDP) constructed from the samples collected so far and the estimated mapping. The mapping is computed using spectral decomposition of the tensor associated to the observation process. We prove that this method is guaranteed to correctly "cluster" observations together with high probability. As a result, the dimensionality of the auxiliary MDP decreases as more observations are clustered, thus making the algorithm more efficient computationally and more effective in finding good policies. Under suitable assumptions, we derive a regret bound showing that the per-step regret decreases over epochs and we prove a worst-case bound on the number of steps (and corresponding regret) before the full mapping between states and observations is computed. The regret cumulated over this period is actually constant as the time to correct clustering does not increase with the number of steps N . As a result, we have that SL-UC asymptotically matches the regret of learning directly on the latent MDP. We also notice that the improvement in the regret comes with an equivalent reduction in time and space complexity. In fact, as more observations are clustered, the space to store the auxiliary MDP decreases and the complexity of the extended value iteration step in UCRL decreases from O(Y 3 ) down to O(X 3 ).
Related work. The assumption of the existence of a latent space is often used to reduce the learning complexity. For multi-armed bandits, Gheshlaghi-Azar et al. [10] and Maillard and Mannor [19] assume that a bandit problem is generated from an unknown (latent) finite set and show how the regret can be significantly reduced by learning this set. Gentile et al. [9] consider the more general scenario of latent contextual bandits, where the contexts belong to a few underlying hidden classes. They show that a uniform exploration strategy over the contexts, combined with an online clustering algorithm achieve a regret scaling only with the number of hidden clusters. An extension to recommender systems is considered in [11] where the contexts for the users and items are unknown a priori. Again, uniform exploration is used together with the spectral algorithm of Anandkumar et al. [1] to learn the latent classes.
The ROMDP model considered is a generalization of the latent contextual bandits, where actions influence the contexts (i.e., the states) and the objective is to maximize the long-term reward. ROMDPs have been studied in [16] in the PAC-MDP setting and episodic deterministic environments using an algorithm searching the best Q-function in a given function space. This result is extended to the general class of contextual decision processes in [14] . Ortner [21] proposes an algorithm integrating state aggregation with UCRL but, while the resulting algorithm may significantly reduce the computational complexity of UCRL, the analysis does not show any improvement in the regret. Finally, we notice that ROMDPs are a special class of partially observable MDPs (POMDP). Azizzadenesheli et al. [4] recently proposed an algorithm that leverages spectral methods to learn the hidden dynamic of POMDPs and derived a regret scaling as √ Y using fully stochastic policies (which are sub-optimal in ROMDPs). While the computation of the optimal memoryless policy relies on an optimization oracle, which in general is NP-hard [3, 18] , computing the optimal policy in ROMDPs amounts to solving a standard MDP. Finally, Guo et al. [12] develops a PAC-MDP analysis for learning in episodic POMDPs and obtain a bound that depends on the size of the observations. observation labelling is arbitrary, we arranged the non-zero values so as to display a diagonal structure. (right) Example of clustering that can be achieved by policy π (e.g., X (a 1 ) π = {x2, x3}). Using each action we can recover partial clusterings corresponding to 7 auxiliary states S = {s1..s7} with clusters Ys 1 = {y1, y2} Ys 2 = {y3, y4, y5}, and Ys 8 = {y10, y11}, while the remaining elements are the singletons y6, y7, y8, and y9.
Rich Observation MDPs
A rich-observation MDP (ROMDP) ( Fig. 1(left) ) is a tuple M = X , Y, A, R, f T , f O , where X , Y, and A are the sets of hidden states, observations, and actions. We denote by X, Y , A their cardinality and we enumerate their elements by i
We assume that the hidden states are much fewer than the observations, i.e., X ≪ Y . We consider rewards bounded in [0, 1] that depend only on hidden states and actions with a reward matrix
The dynamics of the MDP is defined on the hidden states as
, where T ∈ R X×X×A is the transition tensor. The observations are generated as
This model is a strict subset of POMDPs since each observation y can be generated by only one hidden state (see Fig. 1 -middle) and thus X can be seen as a non-overlapping clustering of the observations. We denote by Y x = Y i = {y = j ∈ Y : [O] j,i > 0} the set of observations in cluster x, while x y = x j is the cluster observation y = j belongs to. 1 This structure implies the existence of an observable
T , where R ′ = R as the reward of an observation-action pair (y, a) is the same as in the hidden state-action pair (x y , a), and the dynamics can be obtained as f
We measure the performance of an observation-based policy π Y : Y → A starting from a hidden state x by its asymptotic average reward ρ(x; π Y ) = lim N →∞ E N t=1 r t /N x 0 = x, π Y . Given the mapping between the ROMDP to the hidden MDP, the optimal policy π * Y (y) is equal to the optimal hidden-state policy π * X : X → A for all y ∈ Y x . The learning performance of an algorithm run over N steps is measured by the regret
Finally we recall that the diameter of the observation MDP is defined as
is the (random) number of steps from y to y ′ by following the observation-based policy π (similar for the diameter of the hidden MDP).
ROMDP Recovery Through Spectral Methods
In this section we introduce the spectral method used to to learn the structure of the observation matrix O. In particular, we show that we do not need to estimate O exactly as the clusters {Y x } x∈X can be recovered by identifying the non-zero entries of O. We need a first assumption on the ROMDP. Under this assumption for any policy π there is a stationary distribution over hidden states ω π and a stationary distribution conditional on an action ω (l)
1 Throughout the paper we use the indices i, j, and l and the "symbolic" values x, y, and a interchangeably. π (see Fig. 1-right) . We also define the set of all hidden states that can be reached starting from states in X (l) π and taking action l, that is
π is the set of hidden states from which we can achieve the states X (l)
π by policy π. We need the following assumption. Assumption 2 (Full-Rank). Given any action l, the slice of transition tensor [T ] ·,·,l is full rank.
Asm. 2 implies that for any action l the dynamics of M is "expansive", i.e., |X
In other words, the number of hidden states where policy π can take an action l (i.e., X (l) π ) is smaller than the number of states that can be reached when executing action l itself (i.e., X (l) π ). Multi-view model and exact recovery. We are now ready to introduce the multi-view model [1] that allows us to reconstruct the clustering structure of the ROMDP. We consider the trajectory of observations and actions generated by an arbitrary policy π and we focus on three consecutive observations y t−1 , y t , y t+1 at any step t. As customary in multi-view models, we vectorize the observations into three one-hot view vectors
Y such that v 1 = e j means that the observation in the first view is j ∈ [Y ] and where we remap time indices t − 1, t, t + 1 onto 1, 2, and 3. We notice that these views are indeed independent random variables when conditioning on the state x 2 (i.e., the hidden state at time t) and the action a 2 (i.e., the action at time t), thus defining a multi-view model for the hidden state process. Let
We are interested in estimating V
2 since it directly relates to the observation matrix as
where I is the indicator function. As it can be noticed, V (l) 2 borrows the same structure as the observation matrix O and since we want to recover only the clustering structure of M (i.e., {Y i } i∈ [X] ), it is sufficient to compute the columns of V 
, which is accurate up to a re-labelling of the states. More formally, there exists a mapping function σ (l) : X → X such that any pair of observations j, j
. Nonetheless, as illustrated in Fig. 1 -right, the clustering may not be minimal.
In fact, we have
Since the (unknown) mapping function σ (l) changes with actions, we are unable to correctly "align" the clusters and we may obtain more clusters than hidden states. We define S as the auxiliary state space obtained by the partial aggregation and we prove the following result. We now show how to recover the factor matrix V
2 . We introduce mixed second and third order moments as K
where p, q, r is any permutation of {1, 2, 3}. Exploiting the conditional independence of the views, the second moments can be written as K
p . In general the Algorithm 1 Spectral learning algorithm.
Estimate the rank of matrix K 
Algorithm 2 Spectral-Learning UCRL(SL-UC).
While t < N do Run Alg. 1 on samples from epoch k − 1 and obtain S Compute aux. space S (k) by merging S and S
Compute the estimate reward r (k) and dynamics p
Compute the optimistic policy
Observe reward rt and observation yt second moment matrices are rank deficient, with rank X (l)
π . We can construct a symmetric second moment by introducing the symmetrized views
where K † denotes the pseudoinverse. Then we can construct the second and third moments as
We can now employ the standard machinery of tensor decomposition methods to orthogonalize the tensor M 
and there exists a mapping
observations that are clustered together in Y Spectral learning. While in practice we do not have the exact moments, we can only estimates them through samples. Let N be the length of the trajectory generated by policy π, then we can construct N − 2 triples {y t−1 , y t , y t+1 } that can be used to construct the corresponding views v 1,t , v 2,t , v 3,t and to estimate second mixed moments as K
π |, which is not known apriori. Under Asm. 1 and 2, for any action l, the rank of K 
where C 2 is a problem-dependent constant independent from the number of observations Y .
While this estimate could be directly used to construct a clustering of observations, the noise in the empirical estimates might lead to [ V (l) 2 ] j,i > 0 for any (j, i) pair, which prevents us from generating any meaningful clustering. On the other hand, we can use the guarantee in Lem. 3 to single-out the entries of V (l) 2 that are non-zero w.h.p. We define the binary matrix V
At this point, for any l and any i ∈ X (l) π , we can generate the cluster Y
2 ] j,i > 0}, which is guaranteed to aggregate observations correctly in high-probability. We denote be
i the set of observations which are not clustered through this process. Then we define the auxiliary state space S obtained by enumerating all the elements of non-clustered observations together with clusters { Y (l) i } i,l , for which we have the following guarantee. 
Spectral Learning UCRL
We now describe the spectral learning UCRL (SL-UC) (Alg. 2) obtained by integrating the spectral method above with the UCRL strategy. The learning process is split into epochs of increasing length. At the beginning of epoch k, we use the trajectory (s 1 , a 1 , .., s N (k−1) ) generated at previous epoch using auxiliary states s ∈ S (k) to construct the auxiliary state space S using Alg. 1 2 . As discussed in the previous section, the limited number of samples and the specific policy executed at epoch k − 1 may prevent from clustering many observations together, which means that despite S being a correct clustering (see Cor. 1), its size may still be large. While clusterings obtained at different epochs cannot be "aligned" because of different labelling, we can still effectively merge together any two clusterings S and S ′ generated by two different policies π and π ′ . We illustrate this procedure through Fig. 2(left) . Observations y 3 , y 4 , and y 5 are clustered together in the auxiliary space generated by π, while y 5 and y 6 are clustered together using π ′ . While the labelling of the auxiliary states is arbitrary, observations preserve their labels across epochs and thus we can safely conclude that observations y 3 , y 4 , y 5 , and y 6 belong to the same hidden state. Similarly, we can construct a new cluster with y 9 , y 10 , and y 11 , which, in this case, returns the exact hidden space X . Following this procedure we generate S (k) as the clustering obtain by merging S and S (k−1) (where
At this point we can directly estimate the reward and transition model of the auxiliary MDP constructed on S (k) by using standard empirical estimators. Let N (k) (y, a, y ′ ) be the number of times a transition from observation y to y ′ through action a has been observed up to the beginning of epoch k. Then we can easily construct
, where with an abuse of notation we write y ∈ s to denote the fact that observation y has been clustered into an auxiliary state s at epoch k. Similarly we can compute the number of visits to any auxiliary state-action pair N (k) (s, a) and the reward cumulated over time R (k) (s, a). Then we return the
The corresponding confidence intervals are such that for any s ∈ S (k) and a ∈ A 2 Since Alg. 1 receives as input a sequence of auxiliary states rather than observations as in Sect. 3 the spectral decomposition runs on a space of size | S (k−1) | instead of Y , thus reducing the computation complexity. 3 Since the clustering S (k) is monotonic (i.e., observations clustered at epoch k stay clustered at any other epoch k ′ > k), r (k) and p (k) can be computed incrementally without storing the statistics
, and R (k) (y, a) at observation level, thus significantly reducing the space complexity of the algorithm. s, a) , hold w.p. 1 − δ, where p(·|s, a) andr are the transition probabilities and reward of the auxiliary MDP M S (k) . At this point we can simply apply the same steps as in standard UCRL, where an optimistic auxiliary MDP M (k) is constructed using the confidence intervals above and extended value iteration (EVI) [13] . The resulting optimal optimistic policy π (k) is then executed until the number samples at least for one pair of auxiliary state and action is doubled. EVI has a per-iteration complexity which scales as O(( S (k) ) 2 A) thus gradually reducing the complexity of UCRL on the observation space (i.e., O((Y ) 2 A)) as soon as observations are clustered together. 
where (S (k) ) is the sequence of auxiliary state spaces generated over K epochs.
Remark. This bound shows that the per-step regret decreases over epochs. First we notice that only the regret over the first few (and short) epochs actually depends on the number of observations Y and the diameter D Y . As soon as a few observations start being clustered into auxiliary states, the regret depends on the number of auxiliary states S (k) and the diameter D S (k) . Since S (k) decreases every time an observation is added to a cluster and D S (k) is monotonically decreasing with of S (k) , the per-step regret significantly decreases with epochs. 4 Cor. 1 indeed guarantees that the number of auxiliary states in S reduces down to |S| (XA in the worst case) as epochs get longer. Furthermore we recall that even if the clustering S returned by the spectral method is not minimal, merging clusters across epochs may rapidly result in very compact representations even after a few epochs.
Minimal clustering. While Thm. 1 shows that the performance of SL-UC improves over epochs, it does not relate it to the (ideal) performance that could be achieved when the hidden space had been known. In order to provid a minimal clustrting, we integrate Alg. 2 with a clustering technique similar to the one used in [9] and [21] . At any epoch k, we proceed by merging together all the auxiliary states in S (k) whose reward and transition confidence intervals overlap (i.e., s and
. If the number of new clusters is equal to X, then we claim we learned the true clustering, if it is less than X we ignore this temporary clustering and proceed to the next epoch. It worth to note that this procedure requires the knowledge of X, while the spectral method, by its own, does not. While an explicit rate of clustering is very difficult to determine (the merging process depends on the spectral method, whose result depends on the policy, which in turn is determined according to the clustering at previous epochs), we derive worst-case bounds on the number of steps needed to start clustering at least one observation (i.e., steps before avoiding the dependency on Y and D Y ) and before the exact clustering is recovered.
the maximum expected returning time in MDP M (bounded due to ergodicity) and
After N first steps at least two observations are clustered and after N last steps all observations are clustered (but not necessarily in the minimum hidden space configuration) with probability 1 − δ. 4 We refer to the per-step regret since an epoch may be longer, thus making the cumulative epoch regret larger. 5 Deviation dp(s, a) on a S dimensional simplex. In worst case, using the additional clustering step together with SL-UC guarantees that after
samples the hidden state X is correctly reconstructed (i.e., S (k) = X ), therefore
We first notice that this analysis is constructed over a series of worst-case steps (see proof in App. E.1). Nonetheless, it first shows that the number of observations Y does impact the regret only over the first N first steps, after which S (k) is already smaller than Y. Furthermore, after at most N last the auxiliary space has size at most XA (while the diameter may still be as large as D Y ). Finally, after N X steps S (k) reduces to X and the performance of SL-UC tends to the same performance of UCRL in the hidden MDP.
Experiments
We validate our theoretical results by comparing the performance of SL-UC, UCRL2 (model based, exact solution) and DQN (model free, function approximation) [20] , two well known RL algorithms. Since SL-UC is proposed specifically for infinite horizon environment, we are not able to compare it with episodic setting, e.g., PSRL [22] . For DQN we implemented a three hidden-layers feed forward network (with no CNN block), equipped with RMSprop and replay buffer. We tune the hyper parameters of the network and report the best performance achieved by network of size 30 × 30 × 30.
We consider three randomly generated ROMDPs (Dirichlet transition and Uniform reward with different bias) with X = 5, A = 4 and observation spaces of sizes Y = 10, 20, 30. Fig. 2(right) reports the regret on a √ N scale. We see that in each instance the regret of UCRL and DQN grows much faster than SL-UC's. While all regrets tend to be linear (i.e., growing as √ N ), we clearly see that the performance of UCRL and DQN is negatively affected by the increasing number of observations, while the regret of SL-UC stays almost constant, confirming that the hidden space X is learned very rapidly. This experimental results are the first step towards more practical applications. We report additional experiments in App. G.
Conclusion
We introduced SL-UC, a novel RL algorithm to learn in ROMDPs combining a spectral method for recovering the clustering structure of the problem and UCRL to effectively trade off exploration and exploitation. We proved theoretical guarantees showing that SL-UC progressively refines the clustering so that its regret tends to the regret that could be achieved when the hidden structure is known in advance (in higher order term). We showed that how the SL-UC gradually constructs smaller MDPs, therefore, has lower cost in computing optimistic policy, encounters fewer number of epochs, and suffers from lower computation cost. Finally, this work opens several interesting directions to extend the results for variety of state aggregation topologies [17] . Furthermore, one can aggregate the proposed method with other regret analyses, e.g. [8] and leverage the current bounds. 
A Proof of Lemma 3
At the end of each epoch, e.g. k, we estimate the factor matrix V (for all l ∈ [A]) using all the samples collected during that epoch according to policy π (k) . In order to simplify the notation, in the following we remove the dependency on k, even if all the quantities should be intended as specifically computed at the beginning of epoch k.
In order to bound the empirical error of the moment estimators, we need to consider the properties of the Markov chain generated by policy π and the fact that a single continuous trajectory is observed. In particular, we have to carefully consider the mixing time of the underlying Markov chain (the amount of time it takes that the underlying Markov chain converges to its stationary distribution) and exploit the martingale property of the trajectory. This problem has been previously studied by Azizzadenesheli et al. [4] for the general case of partially observable MDPs. Since ROMDPs are a special case of POMDPs, we can directly rely on the following general concentration inequality.
For any ergodic Markov chain with stationary distribution ω π , let f 1→t (x t |x 1 ) by the distribution over states reached by a policy π after t steps starting from an initial state x 1 . The inverse mixing time ρ mix,π (t) of the chain is defined as
where · TV is the total-variation metric. Kontorovich et al. [15] show that for any ergodic Markov chain the mixing time can be bounded as
where 1 ≤ G( π) < ∞ is the geometric ergodicity and 0 ≤ θ( π) < 1 is the contraction coefficient of the Markov chain generated by policy π. 
8c 2 ν (l) log 2Y δ with probability at least 1 − δ, where G( π) and θ( π) are, respectively, the geometric ergodicity and the
contraction coefficient of the underlying Markov chain on the hidden states (they define how fast the underlying Markov chain converges to its stationary distribution), and the expectation is with respect to the distribution of initial state equals to the stationary distribution.
The parameters 1 ≤ G(π (k) ) < ∞ and 0 ≤ θ(π (k) ) < 1 are well defined for Markov chain and shows the state distribution of the Markov chain convergence to its stationary distribution (if such distribution exists) with rate of G(π)θ(π) t . (the lower G(π) and θ(π) give the lower mixing for corresponding Markov chain.) In this paper, we are interested in moments of our data, therefore, Φ(·) is considered as a moment estimator.
Given the ergodicity assumption (Asm. 1) under any policy, we can apply Proposition 1 to bound the errors for both second and third order moments. For any {p, q, r} a permutation of set {1, 2, 3}
with probability at least 1 − δ. At this point we can proceed with applying the robust tensor power method proposed in [2] to recover V . We report a more detailed version of the statement of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4 (Concentration Bounds). The robust power method of Anandkumar et al. [2] applied to tensor
2 with the following confidence bounds
with probability at least 1 − δ, where C 1 is a problem-independent constants and ω [4] )
where
We notice that the columns of V (l) 2 are all orthogonal (but not orthonormal) since the clusters are non-overlapping and an observation j that can be obtained from a state i cannot be generated by any other state i ′ (i.e., for any
2 ] :,i ′ = 0). As a result, Eq. 3 can be seen as an eigendecomposition of M 2 may return a wrong clustering since observations generated by distinct states (and thus with different rewards and dynamics) may be aggregated together. In this case, we have to move to the third order statistics to disambiguate between observations and cluster them properly.
B Rank recovery
Lemma 4 holds when the rank of matrix V (l) 2 is known in advance. While this is not the case in practice, here we show how one can estimate the rank r = X (l)
2 . Given the expansiveness of latent MDP (Asm. 2), we have that for any policy π and any action l, X
π . The rank of the second moment matrix K
π (k) } = r, which also corresponds to the number of non-zero columns in matrix V (l) 2 . We can then try to estimate r through the estimate second moment K (l) ). This means that the highest perturbation over its singular values is also at most O(
where σ r is the smallest non-zero singular value of K (l) 2,3 . We then perform a SVD of K
2,3 and discard all singular values with value below the threshold g ǫ (ν (l) ). Therefore, with probability at least 1 − δ, the number of remaining singular values is equal to the true rank r. We are left with finding a suitable definition for the threshold function g ǫ . From the condition on Eq. 16, we notice that we need g ǫ to be smaller than a fixed value (RHS) and, at the same time, greater than a decreasing function of order O(
for a suitable g > 0 and with 0 < ǫ < 0.5. Therefore there is a number N
0 the condition on Eq. 16 is satisfied and Lemma 4 holds. Therefore we restate the sample complexity in Lemma 4 by adding the extra term to
Let N max denotes the maximum of this threshold for any action and policy.
C Proof of Lemma 1
Under policy π, Fig. 1-right shows the structure of V π columns and each column corresponds to a column in emission matrix (up to permutation). We showed that the knowledge about a column of V (l) 2 reveals part of the corresponding column in emission matrix, the entries with non-zero π(y|l). The policy, in general, partitions the observation space to at most A partitions, Y l ∀l ∈ A and maps each partition to an action. It means that when we condition on an action, e.g., l, we restrict ourselves to the part of observation space Y l and the input to the spectral learning algorithm is set Y l . Therefore, the algorithm is able to partition this set to X (l) π partition. Because of the unknown permutation over columns of V (l) 2 for different actions, we are not able to combine the resulting clustering give different actions. If we enumerate over actions, we end up with A partition Y l and then we partition each set Y l to at most X(upper bound on X (l) π ), as a consequence, we might end up with at most XA disjoint clusters.
D Proof of Lemma 2
We first study the eigendecomposition of M 
and we have that if j, j
observations that are clustered together in Y (l)
i are clustered in the original ROMDP).
In Eq. 3 we show that matrix M (l) 2 is a symmetric matrix and has the following representation; M (l) Let's consider the i'th and j'th nonzero diagonal entries of matrix Σ, σ i and σ j , with eigenvectors of U i , U j , i.e., M (l)
In the case of no eigengap, i.e., σ i = σ j , for any
. Therefore, any direction in the span of span(U i , U j ) is an eigenvector and the matrix decomposition is not unique, and we can not learn the true V (l) 2 . We relax this issue by deploying tensor decomposition of higher order moments.
The proof of Lemma 2 directly follows from the properties of tensor decomposition in [1] and the use of V (l) 2 to generate a partial clustering.
E Proof of Theorem 1
The overall proof is mostly based on the original UCRL proof in [13] . In the following we refer to the exact steps in the original proof whenever we borrow results directly from it. The regret can be decomposed as follows;
where K is the total (random) number of episodes, x t is the hidden state of the MDP at time t, same as r t is the reward at time t, and r(x t , a t ) is the true mean of reward. Using Heffting inequallity, as in Eq. 8 in [13] , the last term can be bounded as O( N log(1/δ) with high probability. We then focus on the per-step regret ∆ k . At any epoch k, from Corollary 1 we know that any auxiliary state s ∈ S (k) is a cluster of observations with same same hidden state. As a result, the reward r(x t , a t ) is equivalent to r(y t , a t ) (recall that all observations have the same reward as their hidden state). Therefore;
where D S (k) is the diameter of the auxiliary MDP at epoch k and denotes universal numerical constants. The remaining term can be cumulatively bounded following similar steps as in Eq.18 in [13] with the only difference that the range of w (k) changes at each epoch. Thus we have
where s, a) is the length of epoch k. Grouping all the terms lead to the first regret statement
E.1 Clustering Rate
The first regret bound still contains random quantities in terms of the auxiliary MDPs generated over episodes. In this section we derive bounds on the number of steps needed to cluster observations. We notice that the analysis is extremely "pessimistic" and as we take worst-case values for all the quantities involved in the analysis.
Time to clustering. We proceed as follows. We first compute the minimum number of samples N (y) to guarantee that an observation y is correctly clustered. We then compute the length ν(y) of an epoch so that N (y) samples are collected. Finally, we derive how many epochs K(y) are needed before an epoch of length ν(y) is run.
We start by defining the probability that a certain action is explored. Let π be an arbitrary policy such that action a is taken in at least one observation y belonging to a hidden state x = x y . Whenever an agent is in state x, there is a probability P(y|x) to observe y and thus trigger action a. We define the probability of "observing" an action a in state x under policy π as
Since we assumed that l is taken in at least one observation α π (l) is always non-zero and it indeed lower-bounded by O min . We define α p := min k∈[K],x∈X ,a∈A α π (k) (a) as the worst proportion across all epochs, states, and actions. Now we need need to know how fast the set S (k) converges to set X , in other work how fast is the clustering process. From Eq. 7 and the clustering process, we know that an observation y is clustered in x y if the number of samples ν (k) (l) obtained from the action l executed in y within a given epoch k is such that
By reverting the bound and taking the worse case over actions and epochs, we obtain that a sufficient condition is to collect at least N (y) samples, with
We can now leverage on the ergodicity of the MDP and the probability of observation of an action α p to find the minimum number of steps with an epoch to guarantee that with high probability the condition in Eq. 19 is satisfied. We define the worst-case mean returning time as
, where τ π (x → x) is the random time to go from x back to x through policy π. By Markov inequality, the probability that it takes more than 2τ M time step to from first visit of state x to its second visit is at most 1/2. Given the definition of α p , it is clear that if the action l is taken in state x then, this action will be taken at state x for α p portion of the time. If we divide the episode of length ν into να p /2τ M intervals of length 2τ M /α p , we have that within each interval we have a probability of 1/2 to observe a sample from state x and take a particular action. Therefore, the lower bound on the average number of time that the agent takes any action l (that has a non zero probability to be executed in a state x) is να p /4τ M samples. Thus from Chernoff-Hoeffding, we obtain that the number of samples of any feasible action in the epoch with length ν is as follows;
with probability at least 1 − δ. At this point, we can derive a lower bound on the length of the episode that guarantee the desired number of samples to reveal the identity of any observation is reached. For observation y, we solve
and we obtain the condition
which can be simplified to
With the same argument in App. D in [4] the number of required epochs to reveal observation y is K(y) ≤ AY log 2 (ν(y)) + 1.
Time to clustering. Let y first = arg min y∈Y K(y) be the first observation that could be clustered 8 then we define K first = K(y last ) as the number of episodes and N first = 4AY ν(y first ) the total number of steps needed before clustering y 1 correctly. Similarly, let y last = arg max y∈Y and K last = K(y last ) as the number of episodes and N last = 4AY ν(y last ) the total number of steps needed before clustering y last correctly. Since all the other observations will be clustered before y last we can say that by epoch K last all observations will be clustered. As discussed in Lem. 1 this does not necessarily correspond to the hidden state X but it could be an auxiliary space S with at most AX states.
Validity of the bound in Lemma 3. We also notice that Lemma 3 requires a minimum number of samples N 0 before the concentration inequality on the estimate of V 2 holds. Applying a similar reasoning as for the time for clustering, we can derive a bound on the number of episodes K sm and number of samples N sm needed before the spectral method actually works (from a theoretical point of view). As a result, a more accurate definition of K first and K last (resp. for N ) should take the maximum between the values derived above and K sm .
E.2 Minimal Clustering
The spectral learning algorithm has been shown to efficiently cluster the observation set to an auxiliary state space of size X ≤ S ≤ XA. As long as different clusters are merged across epochs, we expect S (k) to tends to X , yet there is a chance that it converges to a number of auxiliary states S = X. To make sure that the algorithm eventually converges to the hidden space X , we include a further clustering technique. We adapt the idea of Gentile et al. [9] , Cesa-Bianchi et al. [7] and the state aggregation analysis of Ortner [21] and perform an additional step of Reward and Transition Clustering. In order to simplify the notation, in the following we remove the dependency on k, even if all the quantities should be intended as specifically computed at the beginning of epoch k.
We first recall that given any hidden state x and any action a we have r(y, a) = r(x, a) (reward similarity) and p(·|y, a) = p(·|x, a) for all observations y ∈ Y x (transition similarity). The same similarity measures work for auxiliary states via replacing observations with auxiliary states in the above definitions, i.e., given any hidden state x and any action a we have r(s, a) = r(s, a) and p(·|s, a) = p(·|x, a) for all auxiliary states s ∈ S that belong to hidden state x. 9 We also recall that methods look at the clustering problem from different point of view, as a consequence, their combination speeds up the clustering task.
For simplicity we just again look at the reward function, same analysis applies to transition function as well. While the underlying Markov chain is ergodic, with high probability we can say at time step N (s, s ′ ), at least for one action min{N (s, a), N (s
In the worse case analysis we might need to have N r = max s,s ′ N r (s, s ′ ) samples, which corresponds to at most AY log(N r ) episode. At this time, the reward clustering procedure can output the exact mapping. This bound can be enhance even further by considering the reward function together with the transition process. With the same procedure we can define N p = max s,s ′ N p (s, s ′ ) where Again, in the worse case analysis we might need to have N p = max s,s ′ N p (s, s ′ ) samples, which corresponds to at most AY log(N r ) episode. Therefore the number of required episode for the agent to declare the true mapping w.h.p., is AY log(min{N r , N p }). In RL problems, the principle of Optimism-in-Face-of-Uncertainty contributes in designing a policy that locally improves the model uncertainty and average reward which has been shown to be an optimal strategy. It is an open question to analyze and modify this principle for the models with clustering where global improvement of the information in model uncertainty is required. While the SL-UC for deterministic models reaches order optimal regret, it is not still clear how to modify the exploration to enhance the constant regret of the pure exploration phase.
F Extended
Compared to POMDP. We can compare this result with the regret bound of Azizzadenesheli et al. [4] for POMDPs, which are a more general class than ROMDPs. Recalling that POMDPs are characterized by a diameter D pomdp := max x,x ′ ,a,a ′ min π∈P E[τ ((x, a) → (x ′ , a ′ ))], the regret derived in regret bound due to learning of transition tensor through spectral methods. Their experimental results are provided here [5] .
G Additional Experiments
While the results reported in the main text are obtained on actual ROMDPs, here we test SL-UC on random MDPs with no explicit hidden space. The objective is to verify whether SL-UC can be used to identify (approximate) clusters. Since SL-UC in high probability only clusters observations that actually belong to the same hidden state, in this case SL-UC would reduce to run simple UCRL, as there is no two observations that can be exactly clustered. In order to encourage clustering, we half the (exact) confidence intervals in the attempt of trading off a small bias with a significant reduction in the variance. We compare the regret on three random MDPs with increasing number of states. As it is shown in Fig. 3 , SL-UC is effective even in this scenario compared to UCRL and DQN. In fact, we see from Fig. 3 -right that SL-UC is able to find clusters without compromising the overall regret. While the number of states now directly affects the performance of SL-UC, we see that it is more robust than the other algorithms and its regret is not severely affected by an increasing number of observations.
